Magnetically actuated microswimmers have recently attracted attention due to many possible biomedical applications. In this study we investigate the dynamics of rigid magnetically rotated microswimmers with permanent magnetic dipoles. Our approach uses a boundary element method to calculate a mobility matrix, accurate for arbitrary geometries, which is then used to identify the steady periodically rotating orbits in a co-rotating body-fixed frame. We evaluate the stability of each of these orbits. We map the magnetoviscous behavior as a function of dimensionless Mason number and as a function of the angle that the magnetic field makes with its rotation axis. We describe the wobbling motion of these swimmers by investigating how the rotation axis changes as a function of experimental parameters. We show that for a given magnetic field strength and rotation frequency, swimmers can have more than one stable periodic orbit with different rotation axes. Finally, we demonstrate that one can improve the controllability of these types of microswimmers by adjusting the relative angle between the magnetic field and its axis of rotation.
I. INTRODUCTION
Swimming microrobots have been extensively studied during the past decade. These micro-and nano-swimmers have numerous biomedical applications such as drug delivery [1, 2] , micro-manipulation [3, 4] , in situ sensing [5] , in vivo diagnostics [6] [7] [8] , and tissue manipulation [4, 9] . Recent studies have focused on various methods of powering and controlling micro-and nano-swimmers. One group of microswimmers consists of those that are powered using external fuels to cause a phoretic propulsive motion by a chemical reaction [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] . Another category are those that use electrically and optically controlled bacteria [19] . In this paper we concentrate on yet another class, those swimmers that are actuated and controlled using external magnetic fields.
Among those swimmers that use external magnetic fields to generate propulsion, we focus on those that are rotated or oscillated by magnetic torques, rather than pushed by magnetic field gradient forces (e.g., [6] ), since the former is a more effective strategy at the microscale and below [20] . Some magnetically rotated swimmers have been designed to work near solid surfaces [21] [22] [23] [24] , rolling along the surface for propulsion. Our focus, however, is on more versatile micro-swimmers that can swim in the bulk fluid and do not require the presence of a nearby surface. Some previous realizations of these types of magnetically-actuated swimmers have emulated the flexible flagella of sperm [25] [26] [27] . These swimmers are propelled through the fluid by traveling waves caused by the waving motion of their flexible flagella. Other realizations have emulated the rigid helical flagella of bacteria. These magnetized helical swimmers are actuated by externally rotating magnetic fields and exhibit a corkscrew type of motion [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] . Recently, we have also shown [35] that a broad class of nonhelical geometries, including achiral geometries, are capable of propulsion when rotated by an external magnetic * farshad@nevada.unr.edu † hfu@unr.edu field. Thus, it is of interest to have modeling methods which can treat arbitrary geometries.
In this study we present a modeling method for rigid magnetically actuated swimmers that allows accurate consideration of any geometry. In this paper, we employ our approach to address two important issues in the dynamics of these swimmers: 1) wobbling, or the change in rotation axis of swimmers as the driving magnetic field amplitude or frequency changes, and 2) bistability, the existence of more than one stable rotation axis for a given magnetic field amplitude or frequency.
Some previous studies on helical artificial swimmer have reported wobbling and tumbling motion in which the helix rotates about an axis different from its longitudinal helical axis. Peyer et al. [36] reported wobbling at lower frequencies, with a frequency-dependent precession angle. They also found that this wobbling motion enhances the undesirable sideways drift due to wall effects. Ghosh et al. [37] also observed tumbling (rotation about an axis perpendicular to the helical axis) and wobbling in helices magnetized to have magnetic moments which were not perpendicular to the helical axis. In theoretical work, Man and Lauga [38] investigated the transition from tumbling to wobbling behavior as a function of the dimensionless Mason number, and showed that the precession angle is proportional to the magnetic field, and inversely proportional to frequency and length for a nearly straight helix. Peters et al. [39] attributed wobbling motion to the non-perpendicularity of the easy axis of magnetic dipole moment to the long axis of the helix. They experimentally illustrated that aligning the easy axis perpendicular to the helical axis results in a wobbling-free swimming and significant increase in performance of the swimmer.
In their study, Ghosh et al. [37] also observed bistability for helices. Experimentally, they observed dynamical switching between two different rotation axes at rotation frequencies near the step-out frequency. In simulations, they observed that depending on initial conditions, more than one steady-state rotation axis could be observed at long times in numerical evolution of the magnetoviscous rotational dynamics.
Previous theoretical studies aimed at addressing wobbling and dynamic (bi)stability of magnetized swimmers have been restricted to simplified geometries or involved simplifying assumptions. For example, Dhar et al. [40] studied the behavior of magnetic nano-rods sedimenting on top of a surface. They analytically investigated the configuration of the nano-rod and analyzed the stability of different configurations for different magnetic field strengths and rotation frequencies. However, both Dhar et al. [40] and Ghosh et al. [37] model the geometry as an ellipsoid or rod for simplicity. In a follow-on theoretical study, Ghosh et al. [41] also modeled a helix as a rod to show that there can be more than one steady state solution. Man and Lauga [38] use resistive force theory to obtain the full mobility matrix for a helix, but their analytic results are limited to the asymptotic regime of nearly straight helices. To identify stable orbits, Ghosh et al. [37, 41] and Man and Lauga [38] both used direct numerical integration of the magnetoviscous dynamics, which identifies stable orbits as the solutions which evolve at long times. Since the evolution depends on initial conditions, it can be difficult to ensure that all possible stable steady solutions have been found numerically.
Our approach uses a boundary element method to find the low-Reynolds-number mobility matrix relating velocities and forces/torques for a rigid object, and then uses a co-rotating body-fixed frame to identify the steady periodically-rotating orbits for any frequency and field strength. We also evaluate the stability of each of these orbits. Neither identification of the orbits nor evaluation of their stability requires numerical integration of the dynamical evolution. We show that swimmers can have more than one stable periodic orbit. We map the magnetoviscous behavior as a function of dimensionless Mason number and as a function of the angle that the magnetic field makes with its rotation axis. We show that for a given magnetic field strength and rotation frequency, swimmers can have more than one stable periodic orbit with different rotation axes, and that one can improve the controllability of these types of microswimmers by adjusting the relative angle between the magnetic field and its axis of rotation.
II. MODELS
Although most attempts to develop magnetically-rotated microswimmers in bulk fluid have been focused on using chiral geometries such as helices, in a previous study we showed that a much broader class of rigid achiral geometries are capable of propulsion [35] . Here, in order to represent this broad class of geometries, we continue to use the achiral geometry introduced in that previous work, a three-bead geometry with two planes of symmetry as depicted in Fig. 1 . The basis vectors e 2 and e 3 in Fig. 1 are perpendicular to the symmetry planes of the swimmer. We analyze the three-bead swimmer since it is one of the simplest geometries that satisfies the minimum swimming criteria. However, the presented method is applicable to any rigid geometry, such as helices [42] .
In experiments, these swimmers have swimming velocities of about 1 μm/s, and length of about 10 μm, leading to a Reynolds number of the order of 10 −5 . In low-Reynoldsnumber regimes, the linear and angular velocities of moving rigid objects are linearly dependent on the applied torque and force. This can be formulated using a linear operator, the 
where the submatrices K, C, and M that make up the mobility matrix in Eq. (1) are each 3×3 matrices, coupling force and translation, torque and translation (or force and rotation), and torque and rotation, respectively. For the purpose of finding the mobility matrix, we use a boundary element method, the method of regularized stokeslets [38, 43] . This method allows us to accurately calculate low-Reynolds-number flow properties of complex geometries. In previous work, we validated and used the method of regularized stokeslets to find swimming velocities of biological swimmers with asymmetric flagellar configurations [44] . By calculating the force and torque resulting from translations and rotations along the cartesian directions, it is straightforward to obtain the resistance matrix, which is the inverse of the mobility matrix.
In the case of permanently magnetized microswimmers, the external force and torque is caused by the interaction of the magnetic field (H) and magnetic moment dipole of the swimmer (m). We assume that the dipole is permanent and measured by experiment. In the most common case of uniform magnetic field, there is no external force on the swimmer. The external torque is N = (m×H).
Combining Eqs. (1) and (2), we arrive at the equation for the angular velocity of the swimmer: Below we explain how Eq. (3) can be solved to find the periodic rotation orbits, evaluate the orbits for stability, and find the corresponding swimming velocities.
A. General case
The actuating magnetic field can be rotated about an axis making any angle with the field. As illustrated in Fig. 2 , we call this relative angle the configuration angle α. The magnetic field vector can be decomposed into components parallel and normal to the rotation axis, H and H ⊥ .
One way to solve Eq. (3) is to calculate the angular velocity at the instantaneous configuration of the swimmer and numerically integrate the angular velocity to find the time-dependent orientation, as in previous studies [37, 38, 41] . In this work, we use a more economical approach which is applicable if one is only interested in steadily rotating solutions. For a steady solution the swimmer follows the rotation of the magnetic field. Therefore, the angular velocity of the swimmer is equal to the angular velocity of the field ω. Note that this is a similar approach to that employed in [41] , but here our definition of a steady solution does not include solutions where the rotation axis is constant but the rotation rate of the field and swimmer are not equal, and hence the rotation rate is time-dependent. Under our definition, in a co-rotating body-fixed frame of the swimmer, the magnetic field and angular velocities will be constant in time. Using the decomposition of the magnetic field, this is expressed as
which should be interpreted in the body-fixed frame of the swimmer. In Eq. (4) the strength of the field and its parallel component are specified by the experiment through the configuration angle α. We work in the body-fixed frame corresponding to the principle axes (eigendirections e 1 , e 2 , and e 3 ) of the submatrix M as shown in Fig. 1 . Working in the principal axes of M simplifies the problem by reducing M to a diagonalized matrix (with eigenvalues M 11 , M 22 , and M 33 ) and therefore reducing the number of parameters. Although the angular velocity of the swimmer (ω = ) and magnetic field (H) are constant vectors with known magnitude and relative angle α, their precise directionsˆ andĤ are unknown and need to be solved for. Taking the dot product of both sides of Eq. (4) with H and dividing by H 2 yields Note that the left-hand side of Eq. (5) will be zero if H is zero. This corresponds to a special case in which H and ω are perpendicular and will be discussed in Sec. II B. Any steady solution must satisfy the constraint imposed by Eq. (5), hence Eq. (5) specifies a 1-D locus of directions ofĤ on the unit sphere possibly corresponding to steady solutions. We can express the components ofĤ using the two spherical coordinate angles φ and θ shown in Fig. 3 :
Substituting Eq. (6) into Eq. (5), we can solve for θ in term of the azimuthal angle φ
To satisfy Eq. (4), a field direction specified by θ and φ must satisfy Eq. (5) and hence Eq. (7), but not all directions specified by Eq. (7) satisfy Eq. (4). To satisfy Eq. (4), the directions in Eq. (7) must also satisfy the geometric constraint
which specifies that the component of the magnetic field in the rotation direction has the correct magnitude. Substituting for from Eq. (4) and dividing both sides by H , this second constraint becomes
To find all magnetic field directions satisfying Eq. (4) specified by the angles θ and φ, we check all the directions specified by Eq. (7) to see if they also satisfy Eq. (9) . Substitution of anĤ(θ,φ) satisfying both equations into Eq. (4) yields the direction and magnitude of the corresponding rotation axis in the swimmer's frame.
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B. Perpendicular case
A special case arises when the magnetic field is perpendicular to its rotation. Then H = H ⊥ , and since the swimmer's angular velocity is equal to the angular velocity of the field
As before, it is convenient to work in a body-fixed frame of the swimmer such as that specified by the principal axes of the sub-matrix M (Fig. 1) . In Eq. (10), the field strength and the rotation frequency of the field are known from the experiment. Since the field is perpendicular to its rotation vector, if we take the dot product ofĤ with both sides of Eq. (10),
This imposes a constraint which results in a 1-D locus of allowable directions ofĤ. Substituting Eq. (6) into Eq. (11), H and solving for θ [or substituting C = 0 in Eq. (5)] yields
Equation (12) specifies a set of magnetic field directionsĤ via the spherical coordinate angles (θ,φ). In the perpendicular case, each direction specified by Eq. (12) also satisfies Eq. (4), since Eq. (9) becomes equivalent to Eq. (11). However, each direction corresponds to a different value of the rotation frequency ω, which can be determined by substituting an H(θ,φ) specified by Eq. (12) into Eq. (4). In addition to the solutions satisfying Eq. (12), there are also two solutions at the magnetic field directions specified by θ = 0 and θ = π (along theê 3 axis). Substitution into Eq. (10) implies that these are isolated solutions, each at a single frequency. Since it would be nearly impossible to tune the frequency to this single value (a set of measure zero in frequency space) for a given experimental realization, we ignore these solutions in the rest of the manuscript.
C. Swimming speeds
Once the steady state direction of rotation and field are found, one can find the swimming velocity of the swimmer. The instantaneous velocity of the swimmer based on Eq. (1) is
If this velocity is not along the direction of rotation , the swimmer makes a helical trajectory along the axis of rotation and the time-averaged swimming velocity is the component of the instantaneous velocity along the axis of rotation [44] ( Fig. 4) :
Note that although the mobility matrices and instantaneous velocity depend on the choice of origin of the body frame for the rigid swimmer, the average velocity in Eq. (14) does not. As shown in Fig. 4 , in one rotation period, the swimmer moves by one pitch of the helical trajectory and returns to The instantaneous velocity depends on the choice of origin, but the rotation does not. The swimmer is depicted at two times separated by the rotation period 2π/ , during which it translates by one helical pitch (shown by dimension arrows at left) and rotates back to the same orientation. The average swimming velocity is the pitch divided by the rotation period and is the same for either choice of origin. the same orientation. Since after one rotation the net motion is simple translation, while different origins or points of the swimmer body have helical trajectories with different radii, all the helical trajectories have the same pitch. The average velocity in Eq. (14) is equivalent to the pitch divided by the rotation period, so is independent of the choice of origin.
One can also show that V s is independent of the choice of origin even though the mobility matrices depend on the choice of origin by considering how the mobility matrices transform under a shift of origin by a displacement r. Let the position, instantaneous velocity of the original origin and angular velocity, total force, and total torque referenced to the original origin be x, v, , F, and N, respectively, while the position, instantaneous velocity of the shifted origin and angular velocity, total force, and total torque referenced to the shifted origin be x , v , , F , and N .
The original and primed quantities are related by
From these, one can explicitly show how the mobility matrices depend on the origin, and the resulting invariance of V s , by writing
Finally, by rewriting F and N in terms of F and N , one can identify the submatrices in
as
where (r×M) ad = abc r b M cd and (M×r) ad = M ab bcd r c , etc. These transformations of the mobility matrix are analogous to those provided by Happel and Brenner [45] for transformations of the resistance matrix. Using these,
Therefore, V s is independent of the choice of origin even though the mobility matrices depend on the origin.
D. Stability
We examine the steady solutions found in the previous sections for dynamic stability. Consider a steady state solution that rotates with rate in the laboratory frame. At time t = 0, perturb the solution by rotating the swimmer by an infinitesimal rotation vector σ (t = 0) (Fig. 5) and allow it to rotate due to the magnetic torque. Let R(t) be the rotation matrix which rotates the steady state solution at time t to the orientation of the perturbed swimmer at time t, and σ (t) be FIG. 5 . (Color online) Schematic of the geometry of the swimmer corresponding to the stable solution (transparent geometry with dashed boundaries) and perturbed solutions (opaque geometry with solid boundaries). Note that the magnetic field and its angular velocity stay unchanged in the laboratory frame after perturbation. the rotation vector corresponding to R(t). Then at time t = 0, since σ is infinitesimal,
At time t = 0, the perturbed swimmer rotates with angular velocity , which can be obtained from Eq. (4) by rotating the swimmer properties such as the sub-matrix M and the magnetic dipole moment m to the perturbed orientation (denoted by a prime) in the laboratory frame:
At time dt, the steady state solution will have rotated by dt, while the perturbed swimmer will have rotated by dt. Thus at t = 0, R(t) evolves by the rotation ( − )dt:
The linearized rate of change of R with time can alternatively be found in terms of σ by differentiating Eq. (31),
By equating Eqs. (33) and (34), we can obtain the rate of change of σ with time:
where the last equality defines Q. The corresponding solution is stable if all the real parts of eigenvalues of Q are negative. Application of this criterion allows determination of stability without needing numerical integration to observe the long-time dynamics of the governing equation.
III. RESULTS
In order to demonstrate the features of solutions to both the general and perpendicular paramagnetic case, we perform calculations for a specific three-bead swimmer with beads of diameter 4.35 μm attached in a bent configuration, forming a 90
• angle. This geometry is similar to structures fabricated using carboxyl beads and demonstrated to swim by magnetic rotation [35] . We choose an arbitrary direction for the magnetic moment dipole pointing in the (1,1,1) direction in the frame of the principle axis of the swimmer's sub-matrix M.
To apply the method of regularized stokeslets, we discretized the surface of the swimmer with 717 elements as shown in Fig. 6 . In 
We can investigate the effect of each of the physical parameters by non-dimensionalizing Eq. (4) using the viscosity μ, magnetic dipole strength m, field strength H , and L c , a characteristic length of the swimmer, which we choose to be the distance between the centroids of its non-central spheres.
where Ma = μL 3 c ω/(mH ) is the Mason number and tildes indicate non-dimensional quantities. Physically, the Mason number is the ratio between viscous rotational torque and the maximum torque exerted by the magnetic field. Thus, the solutions depend on all the experimental parameters through only two dimensionless quantities, Ma and α [the configuration angle between the field direction and rotation direction (Fig. 2) ]. In the following, we explore the results across a range of different configuration angles (α) and Mason numbers.
A. Swimmer orientations in steady periodic rotational orbits
A steady periodic rotational orbit corresponds to specific (constant) directions of magnetic field and rotation axis in the swimmer frame. Figures 7, 8 , and 9 depict directions of the magnetic field and directions of rotation in the body-fixed frame of the swimmer that lead to steady rotational orbits for α = 80
• , 90
• , and 100
• , respectively. In the center of each plot we show the swimmer in its body fixed frame composed of the eigenvectors of the submatrix M (e 1 , e 2 , and e 3 ) and the direction of the magnetic dipole moment. The colored points on the unit sphere of panel (a) in each figure demonstrate the allowed directions of the field. The color of these points corresponds to the values of the azimuthal angle φ, varying from 0 to 2π as shown in the color bar. The purple surface shows directions of the magnetic field which are stable according to Eq. (35) . Therefore, the stable solutions correspond to the portion of the curve that passes through the purple area. The colored points in panel (b) of Figs. 7-9 show the directions of the steady rotations in the swimmer's frame. In these panels, the color of the point is the same as the color of the corresponding field direction in panel (a).
Each pair ofĤ andω on the curves corresponds to an experimental realization which can be specified by the strength of the magnetic field H , magnitude of the angular velocity ω, and magnitude of the magnetic dipole moment m through the Mason number. Thus, tracing along the curves yields a Mason number for each point. For example, in Fig. 8 , the Mason number for each point can be expressed as Ma(φ), which is plotted in Fig. 10 . In this graph, the color of each point is the same as the corresponding point in Fig. 8(a) . Then, for a given Ma, the experimentally realized directions of the magnetic field and rotation can be obtained by finding the value of φ for which Ma(φ) is equal to the Mason number, shown graphically in Fig. 10 . In this plot, solutions correspond to the intersection of the curve representing Ma(φ) and the horizontal lines belonging to the specific experimental conditions. Once the angle φ is found, we can go back to Fig. 8 to obtain the corresponding angle θ which specifies the direction of H, and from which the rotation axis can be calculated through Eq. (3). As illustrated by Fig. 10 , there might be multiple possible solutions for each frequency. Some of these solutions may be unstable if they are not in the purple region in Fig. 8 .
For the cases of non-perpendicular configurations of the magnetic field (Figs. 7 and 9) , the existence of a solution is not guaranteed for all the values of φ, but different points on the curves in Figs. 7 and 9 still correspond to different Ma.
B. Swimming speeds
The swimming speed can be non-dimensionalized using units of L c ω,
The non-dimensional swimming speed V s is a function of Ma and α. Figure 11 shows the non-monotonic behavior of the nondimensional swimming velocity for our example swimmer as a function of Mason number for a variety of fixed values of α.
For each value of α, the velocity as a function of Mason number is continuous; the obvious gaps in the curves of Fig. 11 are a result of errors due to numerical precision in the root-finding algorithms used to solve Eqs. (7), (9), and (10). For each angle α, steady solutions are available only up to a certain frequency, the well-known step-out frequency [20] . Above the step-out frequency the swimmer cannot follow the magnetic field fast enough to maintain a steady rotation. As we discuss below in Sec. III D, the shape of the velocity-frequency curve for our geometry is quite different from that for helices. For certain angles of the magnetic field relative to its axis of rotation there is a range of bistability (for α = 85
• , 0.104 < Ma < 0.180; for α = 90
• , 0.108 < Ma < 0.185, and for α = 95
• , 0.134 < Ma < 0.175), where there are two stable solutions with different values of V s . Note that in these bistabilities the two solutions can even have opposite directions of swimming at the same rotation rates.
To further investigate the swimming velocities, we studied the dependence of dimensionless swimming velocities on the configuration angle α for a number of different constant Mason numbers. Figure 12 plots dimensionless swimming velocity versus magnetic field configuration angles (α) for Ma = 0.058. This plot can be broken down to three regions. In region I, at the smallest and largest configuration angles, no steady solutions are available. In region II, the swimming velocity is positive, i.e., in the same direction as the rotation vector. In region III, the swimming velocity is negative, in the opposite direction as the rotation vector. Figures 13 and 14 illustrate the same velocity-angle dependence for Mason numbers of 0.125 and 0.167, respectively. In these plots, regions I, II, and III correspond to no solution, single positive solution, and single negative solution as before, but there are two more regions marked as IV and V. In region IV there are two stable solutions with swimming velocities of opposite directions. In region V, there are two stable solutions but with swimming velocities in the same direction. As in Fig. 11 , the curves as a function of α are continuous, and gaps arise from errors due to numerical precision in root finding algorithms, except for at α = 90
• , where gaps result from the need to consider the perpendicular case separately.
C. Implications for control
Identifying regions with bistability and monostability may be important for the control of the swimmers, since α, H , ω, andω are the quantities amenable to experimental control. The rotation axisω =ˆ determines the direction of the swimming movement. The magnitudes ω and H both enter through the Mason number, which has been used in the past as the main control parameter, for instance by varying frequency to alter the speed of swimmers. Identification of the regions in Figs. 12 to 14 allows control of the swimming velocity of the swimmer by adjusting the field configuration angle α. The swimming speed does vary with α, so the configuration angle could be used to control speed like Ma, but α can also be used to control the qualitative features of the solutions as described below.
First, beyond the step-out frequency unsteady rotation occurs. However, this unsteady wiggling motion can be avoided by adjusting angle α such that the step-out frequency is as high as possible.
Second, even if there are only monostable regimes such as in Fig. 12 , changing α can control the direction of swimming by choosing between regions II and III, for a fixed frequency.
Third, experiments have observed bistability in certain frequency regimes for helical swimmers [37] . Bistability also hinders control, for example, in regions IV and V. In region IV the solutions have swimming velocities of opposite direction. In this case, the direction in which the swimmer moves may depend on the initial conditions, which cannot be predicted based on these graphs. In region V, bistable solutions result in swimming velocities of the same direction, but the swimming speed can take different values and therefore cause uncertainty in control capacity. We can avoid bistability by adjusting α to stay away from regions IV and V. At any Mason number, we can also choose the swimming direction to be in the same direction as the rotation by choosing region II, or we can choose it to be in the opposite direction of the rotation by working in region III. Thus, the angle α may serve as a useful parameter to enhance control of these type of microswimmers.
While preparing this manuscript we learned that a control scheme involving the introduction of nonzero B and hence α = 90
• has recently been employed by Cheang et al. [46] . Our work provides a physics-based model to predict the behavior of swimmers in such a scheme, as well as develop more sophisticated control strategies which vary the configuration angle α.
D. Rotation axes and precession
Finally, we wish to discuss the steady solutions we have found in the context of the wobbling/tumbling, precession, and propulsional behavior discussed in the literature for helical swimmers [36] [37] [38] [39] . For our swimmer, the rotation axis depends on the Mason number, which is similar to previous experimental observations and theoretical results for helices. For helices, the rotation has been characterized by a precessional angle β between the helical axis and the rotation axis [38] . To compare to our swimmer, which is not a helix, we introduce the precession angle β between the long axis of the swimmer (e 2 , which has the largest eigenvalue of M) and the direction of rotation (ˆ ). β = 0 corresponds to rotation about the long axis, while β = 90
• corresponds to what has been called tumbling and β = 0 corresponds to wobbling. Figure 15 shows how the precession angle depends on Mason number for the perpendicular case (α = 90
• ). As observed above, the bistability results in two possible precession angles for certain values of Mason number.
Like the helices, near zero Mason number (small frequencies) the precession angle is closer to 90
• , and then decreases as the frequency increases. However, unlike the results for helices, the precession angle does not scale with the inverse of the Mason number, the precession angle does not approach 0
• as the frequency increases, nor is there an abrupt transition from tumbling (β ≈ 90
• ) to precessional motion with β = 0
• [37, 38] . Furthermore, a helix shows a continual, almost linear increase in swimming velocity as the frequency increases towards step-out, and then a sharp drop as step-out is exceeded. In terms of the dimensionless velocity V s , which is scaled by L c ω, this would correspond to a nearly flat V s as a function of Ma below step-out (where steady solutions exist). In contrast, our swimmers show a gentle rise in swimming velocity which peaks at a frequency below step-out, and then the velocity decreases until step-out.
The differences in precession angle and velocity as a function of Mason number between our results and helices are not unexpected since our geometry is quite different from a helix.
IV. CONCLUSION
We described a method to investigate dynamical stability that can be generally applied to any rigid geometry and does not require any geometric simplifications. We found that certain experimental settings result in bistability. We show that one can effectively avoid bistable regions by adjusting the relative angle between magnetic field and its axis of rotation. This provides a physics-based model for control which allows us to predict the swimming speed and direction deterministically. Our model is also capable of illuminating the wobbling motion as reported in the literature for helices. While here we studied the wobbling of a three-bead geometry we also can apply our method to helices to further elucidate their rotational behavior while accurately taking into account the helical geometry [42] . Furthermore, our analysis can be extended to arbitrary swimmer geometries in unsteady regimes (such as the regime beyond the step-out frequency) through numerical integration of the rotational dynamics using accurately calculated mobility matrices. Although our ≈10 μm swimmers are negligibly affected by Brownian fluctuations, numerical integration of the rotational dynamics including Langevin noise can also extend our analysis to smaller swimmers where thermal fluctuations are more important [47] . Paramagnetic and soft-ferromagnetic magnetic response can be incorporated through the appropriate relationship between moment and magnetic field. Finally, our work may serve as a precursor to investigations of the behavior of groups or swarms of interacting magnetic microswimmers, since understanding the individual dynamics of magnetic swimmers provides the first step before interactions between swimmers can be considered.
